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Youth population in India is expected to reach 34 per cent of its total population in 2020. Youth have a 

huge potential for innovation and their voice has to be taken into account. Dissemination of proper water education 

to masses in general and the youth in particular could be useful in addressing the issues related to environment 

conflict, climate change and sustainable development. Sensitisation and education of youth about water concerns 

imbibes a sense of responsibility among young population for managing the water resources towards the goals of 

sustainability and self-reliance. In order to ensure that the actions made towards sustainable development including 

water management are vital, the inclusion of a dedicated water goal like the SDG-6 (Water Security for Sustainable 

Development in an Increasing Water Stressed World) becomes paramount.

To foster and empower Sustainable Youth Leadership in the country, and build their capacities on developing 

sustainable solutions for water security, Centre for Youth (C4Y) and India Water Partnership (IWP) have collaborated 

to initiate “C4Y IWP Water Champions Youth Fellowship Programme.” The fellowship programme is also aligned 

towards the GWP Youth Strategy: Unite and Strengthen Voices of Youth for a Water Secure and C4Y Sustainable 

Development (SUDEV) thematic area.

Purpose and Intent 
The prime objectives of the second edition of the fellowship 

programme are as follows: 

• To understand India’s water concerns: Raise awareness 

and social consciousness on India’s pressing water 

concerns.

• To engage with existing problems and solutions: See first-

hand the problems and strategies to deal with the water 

exigency in the country.

• To evolve as aspiring young leaders: Develop leadership 

skills among youth towards a sustainable future.

• To support partner organisations: Contribute positively in 

the non-profit partner’s working processes.

• To develop strategies: Explore disruptive concepts for 

reducing the India’s pressing water concerns.

• To implement projects: Research, ideate and execute the 

innovative water smart solutions.

Fellowship Design 

This year, amid COVID-19, the fellowship is designed to be 

VIRTUAL. The focal points are listed below:

• Online orientation workshop and webinars with water, 

communication & documentation experts.

• Virtual placement for three months (July – September 

2020) with non-profit partners working in water sector.

• Virtual mentoring by the partner organisations and 

academic faculty of the educational institutions. 

• Research and development of the strategies on innovative 

water smart solutions in consultation with the non-profit 

partners.

• Progress review of the fellows’ project work with the 

mentors of non-profit partners and academic institutions. 

• Documenting and communicating fellow’s experience 

through blog postings, case studies, photo-slides, info-

graphics & reports.

• Contribution in the non-profit partner’s working processes.

• Final concluding digital workshop to finalise the report 

and communication & documentation collaterals of the 

fellows.

• Felicitation ceremony in December 2020 for demonstrating 

innovative solutions, sharing experiences, takeaways 

and awarding certificates and stipends to the successful 

fellows.
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For online application form 

click here:

Application Deadline 

APPLY BEFORE 

TO BECOME PART OF ONE OF THE TEN FELLOWS

MONDAY, JUNE 15, 2020 

2020 FELLOWSHIP HIGHLIGHTS!

The empanelled fellows will go through an exponential learning curve in terms of 
knowledge and experience on water sector in the country. The cohort will explore their 
strengths and leadership potential over the course of the fellowship. The fellows will 
gain meaningfully from the mentorship support for strategising and executing their water 
smart ideas on the following themes:

The water champions youth fellowship is an unique initiative for the students pursuing graduation and post-

graduation courses in the environmental engineering, environmental management, environmental sciences, 

sustainability, natural resources, water management and other related subjects. The eligible Indian students 

in the universities & colleges across Delhi and National Capital Region (NCR) are invited to participate in the 

fellowship application process for enhancing their understanding on India’s water concerns. The fellowship 

shall be considered as mandated summer internship in accordance with the academic requirement of the 

applicant’s institutions. 

Women candidates are especially encouraged for ensuring gender balance. Students having a keen desire to 

share ideas with others, to be challenged, to be inspired, with a willingness to face obstacles and come up 

with solutions for a way ahead may apply. Applicants positively demonstrating their capability to complete the 

assignment of developing water smart solutions during their fellowship tenure, notwithstanding the challenges, 

if any, are desired. 

Online Applications  
• Online applications are invited from 

eligible and interested Indian students. 

• The educational institutions and 

universities can directly nominate their 

students. Write to the fellowship team for 

initiating the nomination process. 

• It is mandatory for the applicant to 

attach a forwarding certificate from their 

respective institution(on their letter head)

in the online application. The format for 

the forwarding certificate is given in the 

online form.

Selection Process  
Candidates with keen interest in social and developmental 

issues related to water, willing to brainstorm on innovative 

ideas, possessing or keen to develop leadership roles, and good 

team workers will be considered.

• Two-tier selection process will be followed. 

• The preliminary screening of the application in the first 

round for due diligence will be jointly undertaken by C4Y & 

IWP team.

• All the applicants will be intimated about the results of the 

first round. 

• In the second and final round, the shortlisted applicants will 

be virtually interview by an eminent jury panel in the third 

week of June 2020. 

• The final offer letters will be issued in the third week of June 

2020 along with the information of the wait list candidates. 

Documents Required 
• Completed online application form 

• Latest photo

• Forwarding certificate from the institution on 

their letter head

OPEN CALL FOR APPLICATIONS!

Fellowship Timeline

Call for Application 

Thursday, May 20
Online Orientation

Wednesday – Friday, July 01 – 03
Final Selection of Fellows

Tuesday, June 23
Application Deadline 

Friday, June 05

• Project outline  • Innovative water smart solutions report  
• Case studies • Blog postings • Photo-slides & narratives  
• Info-graphics

• Virtual mentoring by experts • About 15 hours 
of online orientation • Webinars with water, 
communication and documentation experts

• Outreach to 200 students • Reach out to 10-15 specialised 
educational institutions • 75 applications invited • Ten fellows 
selected • Ten innovate water smart solutions • Ten case studies 
• Ten photo-slides and narratives • Ten blog post • Ten Info-
graphics • Ten reports • Upto ten partners 

• Youth for creating a sustainable future nurtured 
• Sustainable youth leadership developed 
• Holistic 360 degree exposure to water concerns & solutions 
• Innovative water smart solutions generated • Youth in water 
sector empowered • Confident aspirants leaders for nation 
building evolved • Communication skills enhanced 

Fellowship Themes

• Access to Safe Drinking Water
• Water Security and Climate Change 
• River Rejuvenation and Tributary Management 
• Water Literacy through Digital Media 
• Water Security and Availability amid COVID-19 
• Water Efficient Agriculture Management 
• Groundwater Conservation and Rainwater Harvesting 

Experiential 
Learning

Impact and Impressions

Breakthrough

Virtual Placement with non-profits, 
Webinars & Progress Reviews  

July – September

Felicitation 
Ceremony  

December Ist week

Final concluding digital 
workshop  

October Ist week

Fellows 
Deliverables



ALLIANCES AND PARTNERSHIPS 

All the partnerships will be acknowledged in the range of fellowship collaterals, 
documents, reports and activities. 

On-boarding Non-profit Partners

Educational 
Institutions 

Role of non-profit partners

Prominent organisations working in the field of 

sustainability with a special focus on water concerns 

and water security are invited as non-profit partners 

for the C4Y-IWP Water Champions Youth Fellowship 

Programme 2020. The partners are expected to 

play a pivotal role in mentoring and providing 

exposure to the fellows on a diverse range of water 

issues. The fellows will be placed for three months 

virtually with the partner organisation. The salient 

features of the partnership are:

• The fellows will work on different innovative 

water smart solutions projects based on 

the secondary information and enriching 

experience of the partner organisations.

• Unique and fresh perspective will be contributed 

by the fellows in the non-profit partner projects 

and in their organisation’s work process.

• Assistance will be provided by the fellows in non-

profit’s ancillary activities and documentation. 

Inviting partnership with academic institutions for enhanced engagement 
of the faculty and the institutions in the fellowship 2020 voyage.
• Nominate the students directly for the fellowship.

• Issue a forwarding certificate to the applicant student which is a mandatory 

application requirement.

• Include the fellowship as mandated summer internship and subsume the 

successful completion of the fellowship as integral part of the curriculum 

requirement for this academic year. 

• Depute a faculty as an academic mentor & point of contact to facilitate the 

learning process of the students as fellow. 

• Extend all necessary support to the selected student for an enriching 

experience. 

• Seek and provide regular review updates on the progress of the fellows 

selected from the institution. 

• Host two fellows for three months.

• Depute the mentors for online mentoring the 

fellows.

• Assign specific work to the empanelled 

fellow with considerable scope of developing 

feasible water smart projects.

• Hand holding and direction to the fellows 

on research and documentation on selected 

thematic areas.

• Provide guidance to the fellows for developing 

and executing project on water smart solution.

• Maintain healthy feedback and review 

mechanism with the fellow to keep them on 

the right track.

• Participate proactively in the progress review 

meetings organised by the fellowship team.

• Contribute a stipend amount of INR 5,000 

per fellow for their three month successful 

placement.

Thank you non-profit partners

FELLOWSHIP JOURNEY OF COHORT 1.0 IN 2019 

Shaivya Rohella

YOUTH FELLOWSHIP
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Kiran Khokhar

MSc Environmental 
Studies, Department of 
Environmental Studies, 
University of Delhi

Placed with ICLEI South 
Asia 

Project: Implemention of 
Integrated Urban Water 
Management (IUWM) 
process to support the 
rejuvenation of Bhalswa 
lake

MSc Natural Resource 
Management, University 
School of Environmental 
Management, Guru Gobind 
Singh Indraprastha University

Placed with Indian National 
Trust for Art and Cultural 
Heritage (INTACH)  

Project: Revival of Hauz-i-
Shamsi lake

M.Sc. Environment 
Science & Management, 
Amity University, Haryana

Placed with Tree Craze 
Foundation 

Project: Water and 
Environment Quest for 
School and University 
Students

MA, Environmental 
Studies, Department 
of Environmental 
Studies, University of 
Delhi

Placed with 
Development 
Alternatives  

Project: Jal-Tara Slow 
Sand Filter

Anjali Yadav Deepa Sharma

Nidhi Dahiya

B.Tech, Environmental 
Engineering, Delhi 
Technological University

Placed with Development 
Alternatives  

Project: Transparent Jerry 
Can - An unconventional 
Water Smart Solution

Centre for Youth



PARTNERS 

MINISTRY OF JAL SHAKTI, GOVERNMENT OF INDIA  
Ministry of Jal Shakti was recently instituted by the Government of India by merging of two ministries; the Ministry of 

Water Resources, River Development & Ganga Rejuvenation and the Ministry of Drinking Water and Sanitation. The 

formation of this ministry reflects India’s seriousness towards the mounting water challenges the country has been 

facing over the past few decades. A special project “Namami Gange” project has been launched to clean Ganga 

and its tributaries to provide safe drinking water to people of the country. The ministry has also launched its special 

campaigns so that citizens of the country become aware of water conservation. 

WAPCOS LIMITED
WAPCOS Limited is a “MINI RATNA-I” and “ISO 9001:2015” accredited Public Sector Enterprise under the aegis of 

the Union Ministry of Jal Shakti, Government of India. WAPCOS provides consultancy services in all facets of Water 

Resources, Power and Infrastructure sectors in India and Abroad. WAPCOS provides a range of services in the areas 

of infrastructure development, water resources and power generation. As a consultancy, some of its activities include 

pre-feasibility studies and feasibility studies, master plans and regional development plans, detailed engineering 

reports, commissioning and testing, operations and maintenance and capacity building and human resource 

development in its areas of competence. WAPCOS also provides commissioning services for developmental projects 

in India and abroad.

CENTRE FOR YOUTH (C4Y)
C4Y is a self-sustaining and not-for-profit organisation working for the welfare of the rural and urban youth. C4Y 

facilitate the participation and civic engagement of youth at all levels of governance by providing them sustainable 

avenues and the right platforms to further their growth and encouraging their participation for social and financial 

inclusion. We implement our vision under our nine thematic programmes: Healthy Youth, Gender Empowerment 

and Sensitisation, Sports and Youth, Sustainable Development, Skill Development, Encouraging Entrepreneurship, 

Financial Inclusion, Preserving India’s Tradition and Information and Communication Technology.

INDIA WATER PARTNERSHIP (IWP)
IWP is a non-profit organisation, accredited with the Global Water Partnership (GWP), Stockholm. India Water 

Partnership is a country water partnership of GWP. IWP works towards water security in India by following the 

concept of Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM). It engages in a dispassionate analysis of various 

water related issues and steers the policy discourse on social, economic, and ecological issues on a scientific basis. 

Thorough research, focused advocacy, and effective implementation on the ground inform the achievement of our 

goals. Towards this, our wide network of partners in multiple sectors supports us.

Sudha Nautiyal
E: sudha.nautiyal@c4yindia.org
M: +91 95600 85076

Rahul Naithani 
E: rahul.naithani@cwp-india.org
M: +91 99538 05173

www.c4yindia.org www.cwp-india.org

For more details: 


